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I_.4[ .urn of 6 August 1971,

en%: , _ :oncerning the desir-Come 13_ 'esence in the TTPI
ieve zt would be

_, _¥'U.Wvk[L b:-.'- .ted States government, (>,;
% " _ <__d _% ,_O-_P," _ _" I round of political
_-[.'V 'k-'v%".C:'_ 1,__ -_ a _J:. .eve!opment of an

'<L-/ft _' ' ___ _vk 1t.t_s_ .d be the first order

_...._b...$ ,_ -< ..jr-] _9_ \/O_k_?q@;Vv_'_'_'q_ : An early con_aitment_-- ,- _ g _ % %-_ - • . a "

• , {,.;,. "_.,,..,,..v,,uc k_ " _ _\" '- ,*_-- " ,.r to release military

_,, ,,.... - ud " the fears of the,<_,_....,LA_. _\b'-_&\ , _e extent o_ US mili-
• -: • /

L,_< \ . \,'-<--. /

%, _, /t" ;_'" .rable to place all of
" _ not believe that this

- _e negotiations since
-- be directly concerned

___--_/_ _r a US military pres-
,ward full military
use only of West Field

_F retention property.
,r civilian use unless the

_u_± u_ _u_ .m±.z-c_ry C'OI_CrO_L ciear.Ly is denied.

i-- 3. (TS) Our present concept envisions the development
i of West Field primarily as a logistics storage area for
' WR!.I and nuclear weapons. It would have an 8000' IFR run-

way capable of supporting C-130, C-141 and C-5 aircraft.

4. (S) We concur with l',our suggestion regarding the develop-
ment of a joint or mutually supporting program on Tinian and
the Air Staff is prepared to v:ork with your representatives,
as well as those of the Army, to that end. Based'on our -
current thinking, it appears that the development of Tinian
might best be presented as a DOD.package to be f.unded from

Okina_...areversion funds. As a visible quid pro quo arrange-
ment, the Tinian proposal would have the added feature of-
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sus_._.T: Military Basing in the Trust Territory of the Pacific _1 (:'_"
.Islands ('fTPI) (U)

To: Chief of Naval Operations
..; .

United States Navy

i. (S) In reference to" your memorandum of 6 August 1971,
subject as above, I share your view concerning the desir-
ability of establishing a military presence in the T_PI
at an early date. To this end, I believe it would be

- particularly useful for concerned United States government
agencies to agree, prior to the next round of political
status negotiations, that the early development of an

_ sno_,id be the first orderaustere military base on Tinian ' ",
of business for the negotiating teams. An early com_nitment
of this nature, coupled '_'wlcn the offer to release military
retention land elsewhere, could allay the fears of the
Micronesian nepotiators concerning the extent of US mili-
tary land requirements.

2. (S) In our view, it would be desirable to place all of
Tinian under military control. We do not believe that this
obj =ecu_ve would necessarily i_'_pair the negotiations since
the people in the Harianas who would be directly concerned
have repeatedly expressed a desire for a US military pres-

_,- _.-:_ _- ._e step i-_ward ..u!l rail"".................. 3.cary
control, the development for military use only of West Field

Tinian, could •proceed on existing USAF retention property.
The airfield should not be planned for civilian use unless the
goal of full military co,tirol clearly is denied.

"- 3. (TS) Our present concept envisions the development
of West Field primarily as a lopistics storage area for
WP/4 and nuclear weapons. It would ha:ve an 8000' IFR run-
way capable of supporting C-130, C-141 and C-5 aircraft.

4 (S) We concur w_-cn your suggestion regarding the develop-
ment of a joint or mutually supporting program on Tinian and
the Air ' _:Sua_r is preoared to work with your representa[ives,
as well as those of the Army, to that end. Based on our
current thinking, it appears that the development of Tinian

, might best be _resented as a DOD pa.c_a_e to be funded from
Okinawa reversion funds. As a vzs_D!e quid pro quo arrange-
merit, the "_""'._-,_-_._........... _ _ :_"a_ h_,,_._ i-]:_...........ac]_ec] feature of
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alleviating possible Senate concern regarding the reversion
of Okinawa.

5 (S) It appears to us that two separate ac_lons are re-

quired in the near future: first, base master planning for

the development of Tinian should co._ence so that a complete

package is available prior to Senate ratification of the

, Okinawa reversion arrange; secondly, action should be

! taken by DOD leading to the introduction to the Interagency.
Group for Micronesian Status Negotiations Of a proposal to

establish an early .military presence on Tinian. With regard

to the latter, I anticipate introducing this reco[_unendation

through the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the near future and will

welcome your support•

6. (U) Any continents or suggestions which you may have regard-

ing the USAF concept for Tinian and the course of actions

outlined above would be appreciated.

Copy to: Chief of Staff

' US Armyi
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